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ABSTRACT.   The notion of fcth approximate Peano differentiation not

only generalizes fcth ordinary differentiation but also fcth Peano differentiation

and fcth L„ differentiation.   Recently, M. Evans has shown that a fcth approximate

Peano derivative at least shares with these other derivatives the property of

belonging to Baire class one.   In this paper the author extends the properties

possessed by a fcth approximate Peano derivative by showing that it is like the

above derivatives in that it also possesses the following properties:   Darboux,

Denjoy, Zahorski, and a new property stronger than the Zahorski property,

Property Z.

1. Introduction.  Let A: be a positive integer. Let / be a real-valued, mea-

surable function defined on the closed interval 7 = [a, b] and let x G 7. If there

are numbers /(x)(x), f^2)(x), . . . ,f(k)(x) and a measurable set E having 0 as a

point of density so that

f(x + h)=f(x) + «/(1)(x) + . . . + (hk/k\)f(k)(x) + o(hk)

as « —*■ 0, « G E and x + h GI, then the number frk)(x) is called the fcth ap-

proximate Peano derivative off at x. We will find it convenient to write

/(0)(x) =f(x). It is easily seen from the definition that if /(fc)(x) exists then so

does /(„)(x) for 0 < n < k. Also, f,x )(x) = f'ap(x), the approximate derivative.

The notion of fcth approximate Peano differentiation not only generalizes fcth

ordinary differentiation but also fcth Peano differentiation and fcth L   differ-

entiation.  For definitions of the latter two types of derivatives see [2].

Recently, Evans [2] proved that if f^ is defined on 7 then/,fc) is in the

first class of Baire (a pointwise limit of continuous functions). The purpose of

this paper is to show that f^ also has the following properties:  (1) Darboux,
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(2) Denjoy, (3) Zahorski, and (4) Property Z.  That an ordinary derivative, ap-

proximate derivative, kth Peano derivative and kth L   derivative are in the first

class of Baire and possess the above four properties, we refer the reader to [1] —

[4],[6]-[ll].

We begin in §2 by defining the four properties stated above and by giving

notation and terminology which wiU be used throughout this paper. In §3, a

density lemma is proved which plays a key role in §4 where the following ma-

jor result is proved. If f,k^ is defined on / and if f^ is bounded above or be-

low on / then f^k\ the ordinary fcth derivative of/, exists and /^ = f,k*. on

/. Properties 1 and 2 are shown to hold for f^ in §5 by using known theorems

together with the major result. In §6, the final section, a lemma is proved from

which property 4 is shown to hold for/,fc). Again from a known theorem,

property 3 is shown to foUow from property 4 for/(fc).

2. Notation, terminology and definitions.  All of the functions in this

paper are assumed to be real-valued, measurable functions defined on the closed

interval / = [a, b] unless specified otherwise. R will denote the real numbers

and if F C F is a measurable set then we denote the measure of F by either

m(E) or |F|. The notation F-Um _,x denotes \imy^,xy(EE. For convenience we

now define the four properties stated in the introduction.

Let g be a function defined on /.

1. g possesses the Darboux property if g maps connected sets of / into

connected sets.

2. g satisfies the Denjoy property if, for every open interval (c, d),

g~x((c, d)) either is empty or has positive measure.

3. g has the Zahorski property if the following condition is fulfilled:  If

c < d, x E g~x((c, d)), and if {/„} is a sequence of closed intervals of / not con-

taining x so that I„—*-x and m(In Pi g~ x((c, d))) = 0 for all n, then

m(I )
Um   ,..,".. = 0.

n-°o dlSt(x, In)

The notation /„ —► x means that every neighborhood of x contains all

but finitely many of the In's.

4. g is said to have Property Z if the following condition is satisfied:  If

for each e > 0 and each sequence {/„} of closed intervals of/ such that In —► x

and g(y) > g(x) on /„ or g(y) < g(x) on /„ for each n, then

m{y EIn: \g(y) - g(x)\ > e}

n ™       m(In) + dist(x, / )
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Let E C R be a measurable set and let x G R. Define

d(x,E) = lim   nWn\x-h.x + h])t
ä-»o m

,    r       r^       ,. m(Er>  [x,X+h])

and d_(x, Tí) in the obvious fashion. If d(x, E)= 1  (0) then x is called a point

of density (dispersion) of E. If d+(x, E) = 1   (0) then x is called a point of

right-hand density (dispersion) of E; if d_(x, E) = 1  (0) then x is said to be a

point of left-hand density (dispersion) of E.

The following simple observations, which will be used later, are now noted.

If d+(0, E) = d+(0, F) « 0 (1) then d+(0, E n F) = 0 (1) and d+(0, Ec) = 1

(0), where Ec is the complement of E.

Remark.   If x = a (x = b) in the definition of a fcth approximate Peano

derivative then the expression "there exists a measurable set E having 0 as a

point of density" is understood to mean that E C [0, °°) (E C (-<», 0]) and 0

is a point of right-hand (left-hand) density of E.

3. A density lemma. If E C R and X G R then we define IE =

(he: e GE) . Before proceeding to the density lemma we need

Lemma 3.1.   Let E C R be a set of finite measure and let e>0.  Then

there exists a 8 > 0 such that |XE - E\ < e, whenever \l - X| < 8.

Proof.  If [E\ = 0 or if E is a finite union of intervals then the lemma is

easily verified. Thus, assume E is a set of finite measure and let G be an open set

such that EGG and \G - E\< e/3. Without loss of generality we may assume

G ■ U~=,J„. a pairwise disjoint union of open intervals. Choose TV > 0 so that

if 77 = U"=/v+ Jn'then M < el6- Choose 0 < 8 < 1 so that |XF - F\< e/3,
whenever |1 - X|< 8, where F= U^=17„.  If 11 - X|< 8, then

\KE-E\< |XG - E\ < |XG - C| + \G - E]< IXG - F\ + \G - E\

< \(KF U Xff) - F| + \G - E\ < IXF - F\ + X|77| + \G - E\

< e/3 + 2 • e/6 + e/3 = e.

Density Lemma 3.2.  Let d+(0, E)= 1. Then there are numbers an, ßn

such that (Xofe <aH+l < Kßn+l <ßH (n » 1, 2,... ),ol, -* 1,ßn -* 1

and

i+(o,ñyyd+(o,mn¿) = i.
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Proof.  Set H = Ec, then d+(0, H) = 0. There are numbers 6fc such that

1/Jfc > 8k > Sk +, > 0 and |xY n (0, t)\ < t/k2 for each t G (0, 2ôk) (k=l,2,

. . .). Set F = H n (0, 2).  By Lemma 3.1 there are numbers an, ßn such that

and

«/(« + 1 ) < an < an + , < 1< ßn +, < ßn < (n + 1 )/«

|aF-F|<S/2",      |ß F-FK 5/2"

for « = 1, 2, ... . Let e > 0; let k be an integer greater than 3/e and let 0 < h

< dk.   Choose / > k so that S/+1 < ft < 5y.   Since anH n (0, «) =

a„(x7 n (0, ft/a„)) and since h/an <2h< 2Sy < 2, we have

and

for each «. As

Icy/ n (0, «)| = aj// n (0, h/an)\ < hlj7

(vn//n(0,«)C£vnF

Û anH C ( (j ttnH) U[    Ü(a„F-xV))UF'
n=l \n=l        /        \n=x'+l /

and (a„F - H) n (0, «) C a„F - F, we get

\JanH )n(0,h)
n=l /

^|a„Fn(0,«)|
n=l

+    Z   la„F - F| + |xV n (0, h)\
«=/+1

</-A//2+    ¿ 6J2n+h/j2
«=/+1

< h/j + «/27' + «//2

< 3ft// < 3ft/fc < eft.

Thus rf+(0, U "=1«„^0 = 0.  Since

U a„F    = fi ("„FT =0^=0 a„F,
[n=l J       n=l n=l n=l
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d+(0,f)™=xanE) = 1.  Similarly it can be proved that d+(0,i)n=ißnE) = 1.

4. The major theorem. In this section we deduce the fundamental result

stated in

Theorem 4.1.  Let /(fc) be defined on I.

(i) If f(k) > 0 on /, then f/k-X) is continuous and nondecreasing on I.

(ii) If fik\ is bounded above or below on I, then f,ks = /(*> on I.

The proof of this theorem will require some additional lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Let f,k<. be defined on I = [a, b]. Assume f,x<. is nondecreas-

ing on I, and ifk> 2 furthermore assume f¡¿/a) = /(3)(a) = . . . = f(k-\)(a) = 0.

Then (f(x)\k_x)(a)= ftk)(a).

Proof.  By subtracting from/a multiple of x, we may assume that f^X)(a)

= 0. By hypothesis there exists a measurable set F such that d+(0, F) = 1 and

(4.3) F-\im\{f(a + h)-f(a)-Ahk} = 0,

where 4 =fik)(a)lk\.

By the Density Lemma there exist two sequences of positive real numbers

{a„} and {j3m} such that an —► 0, ßm -* 0 and

<U' ccJF] -B_ )F]     1./+ (°' Íi ° " a")F) = d+ (°'   Í(1 + ßm)J

If we set

F = Ffi rñ(l-a„)FJn    Q O+0JF .

then d+(0, E) = 1. To complete the proof of the lemma we need only show

fm(a + h)
E-lim-^12-=Ak.
h^-0       ijk-1

Let e > 0 be given; choose n, m so that if a = anl(l - an) and ß = ßml(l + ßm)

then

,  (1 + a)k - 1              e                 1 - (1 - ß)k e
A-K-*-<Ak + ^   and   A--K-a-*->Ak-%

a 2 ß 2

Set
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.  /        ea_eß \
e = min (-,-].

\2[(l+a)* + l]   2[(l+ß)k + l]J

By (4.3) there exists a 8' > 0 such that \f(a + h)-f(a) -Ahk\< e'hk when-

ever 0 < « < 8', « G F.  If 0 < « < v < 8' and u, v G F then

| [f(a + v)- f(a + u)] - A(vk - uk)\ < e'(vk + uk).

Hence,

A(vk - uk)    _, (vk + uk) < fjg + v) - fia + u)   ¿v" - uk) ,   , (vk + uk)

v-u v-u v-u v-u v-u

Since/(1) is nondecreasing on [a, b] andf^ = /¿p we have/(1) =/' on [a, b]

(see [3] ) and hence

/(1)(a+«)<-—-<f(l)(a + v).

Thus, whenever 0 < u < v < 8' and u.vGF,

(4.4) f,.Sa + u) < A- + e s-L
(l> ' v-u v-u

and

SA  c^ t      f    -L     -> -^     a("fc ~Uk) '(V"  +Uk)
(4.5) 7/n(fl + v)> A--L - e i-'- .

Set 8 = min{87(1 + a), 8'(1 - ß)) and let « G £" such that 0 < « < 8. Since

« G (1 - an)F, there exists a u G F such that « = (1 - an)v. Hence, v =

{I + [aj(l - an)] )h = (1 + a)A and « < v < 8'. Thus from (4.4) we have

f(i)(a+hK À[hk(l + a)k -hk]   ,    , [hk(l + a)k + hk]
-<C i4-T e-

hk-x ahk ahk

(4.6) <A[(l+a)k -l]/a + e'[(l + a)k + 1]/a

<Ak + e/2 + e/2 <Ak + e.

Moreover, since h G (I + ßm)F there exists au G F such that « = (1 + ßm)u.

Hence, u = {1 - [j3m/(l + ßm)]}« = (1 - ß)/z and u < « < 8'. Thus from (4.5)

it follows that

(4.7) f(l)(a + h)lhk~x > Ak - e.
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Thus from (4.6) and (4.7) we have

\f{1)(a + h)/hk-x-Ak\<e

whenever 0 < ft < S and ft G F.

Corollary 4.8.   Let /(fe) be defined on I = [a, b]. Assume f^ is non-

decreasing on I, and ifk>2 furthermore assume /(2)(ft) = f^)(b) = . . .=

fik_,}(b) = 0.  Then (f(x)\k_x,(ft) = fik)(b).

Proof.   Define a function g on [-b, -a] as follows:

g(x) = f(-x)   for each x G [- b, -a].

Then £(fe)(x) exists for each x G [-b, -a] and £(„)(x) = (- l)"/(„)(-x) for

n = 0, 1, . . . , k. It is easy to verify that g,^ is nondecreasing on [-b, -a],

and that if k > 2,g^2y(-b) = gt$)(-b) = . . . =g(k_x-)(-b) = 0. The proof of

the corollary is now easily completed by applying Lemma 4.2.

Corollary 4.9.   Let f,2-, be defined on I. Ifftx\ is nondecreasing on I,

then (/(!))(!) = /(2) on I.

Lemma 4.10. Suppose f has (k - 1) derivatives at the point x, then for

each sufficiently small nonzero ft, there is a 0 < 6 < 1 such that

!^H-XS**|
=/(fc-2)(jc + 0Ä) -fi*-i\x) -ehf(k~xXx)

where /(0)(x) = /(*)•

Proof. Let

(4-11) g(t)=f(x + t)-kj:£f("\x).
n=0

Then g is (k - 2) times differentiable around 0 and

(4.12) g«\t) = /<% + t)-ky1 £•/<» +»(x)
n!

for / = 0, 1, . . . , (k - 2).  By the extended mean value theorem for each suf-

ficiently small ft there exists a 0 < 0 < 1 so that

*-3 un    .   . j.fc-2

m = i ^g("\0) + 7rZlyS(fc_2)(0ft)
„=o "• i*    ¿)-
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where g(0)(0) = g(0). By (4.12) it follows that gU)(0) = 0 for; = 0, 1, ... ,

(fc - 3); hence

(4.13) g(h) = -^z^^k-2\dh).

Thus, by replacing the left-hand side of (4.11) by (4.13) we have

/(* + A)- Ç-Jn/°°W = (f£l)js(k~2\eh).

If « =£ 0 then this last equation together with (4.12) yields

(Ai^-\f(x+a) - l S/(n)w | - s{k-2)m
hr 2    ( n=o "• J

= /(fc-2>(x + Ö«)- ¿ @¥f(k+"-2\x)

n=o

= fV*-2\x + Ö«) -/(fc-2)(x) - 67z/(*_1)(x).

Before stating the next two lemmas, proofs of which can be found in the

papers of Verblunsky [8] and Zygmund [12] respectively, we need the follow-

ing definitions.

Definition 4.14.   A function / defined on an interval is said to be convex

if for every pair of points Px, P2 on the curve y = f(x) the points of the arc

PjP2 are below, or on, the chord PXP2.

Definition 4.15.   Let /be a function defined in a neighborhood of x.

Then define

ñ h \   v         f(x + h)+f(x-h)-2f(x)D f(x) = lim sup-s-*-£..
* h-*Q «2

D2f(x) is called the upper symmetric second derivative of/atx.

Remark.   It can easily be shown that if f(x) exists at x then D2f(x) =

f'(x). However, the upper symmetric second derivative may exist at a point

without the second derivative existing.

Lemma 4.16. Let f have a finite derivative at each point of (a, b). Sup-

pose that for each x0 G (a, b) there are, in every neighborhood of (x0, f(x0)),

points of the graph off above the line y = f(x0) + f'(x0)(x - x0). Then f is

convex on (a, b).
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Lemma 4.17.  A necessary and sufficient condition for a continuous func-

tion f to be convex on (a, b) is that D2f(x) > 0 for each x in (a, b).

The following lemma is a special case of Lemma 2 in [2].

Lemma 4.18. Suppose //2j exists at a point x G (a, b).  Then there exists

a measurable set E so that d(0, E) = 1 and

f(x + h)+f(x-h)-2f(x)
Vf -¡I-_/(2)W-

Corollary 4.19. Suppose /(2) exists on (a, b) and f^ > 0 on (a, b).

ThenD2f>0on (a, b).

In what follows we shall use without specific reference several well-known

results. We list these results here without proof.

Let g be a function defined on an interval / and let g have an ordinary

derivative g on /. If g is convex on J then g' js nondecreasing on J.

Let g be a function defined on [a, b]. If g is nondecreasing on (a, b) and

has the Darboux property on [a, b] then g is nondecreasing on [a, b].

Let g be a function defined on an interval J. If g is nondecreasing on /

and has the Darboux property on /, then g is continuous on /.

Let g be a function of Baire class one on [a, b]. Then every nonempty

closed set F, contained in [a, b], contains points of continuity of g relative to F.

Let g be a function defined on an interval J and assume g'   exists at each

point in /. Then the following are true (see [3]):

(1) g'   is a function of Baire class one on /,

(2) g    has the Darboux property on J,

(3) if g    is bounded above or below on / then g'   = g' on /.

Lemma 4.20. Let fbe a function satisfying the following two conditions

on [a, b] :

(i) /áp exists for each x in [a, b] ;

(ii) D2f>0on(a, b).

Then f'ap is continuous and nondecreasing on [a, b].

Proof.  Let G be the set of all points x in [a, b] with the property that

there is a neighborhood of x on which f'ap is bounded. Then G is an open set.

Let (c, ci) C G; then a simple compactness argument shows/'   is bounded on

[c, d'], where c <c <d' <d. Hence f'   = /' on [c, d']. Therefore it fol-

lows that f'   = f' on (c, d). Since / is continuous on (c, d) and D2f> 0 on

(c, d), fis convex on (c, d) by Lemma 4.17. Hence f'   is nondecreasing on
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(c, d). Moreover, since /' has the Darboux property on [c, d] it foUows that

/' is continuous and nondecreasing on [c, d]. In particular, /' is continuous

and nondecreasing in the closure of each component of G.

To complete the proof of the lemma we show G = [a, b]. Let H = [a, b]

— G; then F is a closed set having no isolated points. Suppose H is nonempty.

Then F is a perfect set. Since f'  is a function of Baire class one on [a, b] there

exists an x0 G H so that /ap is continuous at x0 relative to H. Hence there is

an M > 0 and a 6 > 0 such that l/a'p(x)| < M for each x G [x0 - 5, x0 + 6] n

H. Set

c = min{x: x G [x0 -ô, xQ] nH} ,   d = max{x: x G [x0, x0 + 5] OF}.

Notice that since F is perfect, c, d EH and c < d. If x G (c, d) — H then there

exists a component of G, say (a, ß), where a,ßEH such that x G (a, ß) C (c, d).

From the first part of the proof/a'p is nondecreasing on [a, ß] ; hence

-M</;p(a)</;pw</;p(ß)<M.

Thus, for each x G (c, d), l/a'p(x)| < M and so (c, d) C G.

Since x0 EH, x0 Ö (c, d); so either x0 = c or x0 = d. But if x0 = c then

(x0 - S, x0) C G and there exists a number M' > 0, so that f'  is bounded by

M' on [x0 - 5, x0].  In the last paragraph it was shown that /ap was bounded

by M on (x0, d). So /a'p is bounded by max{M, M'} on (x0 - 6, d) and x0 G G.

Similarly, it can be shown that if x0 = d then x0 G G. Thus, the assumption

that H =¿ 0 is false. Therefore, H = 0 and G = [a, b].

Proof of Theorem 4.1.  Consider first the case k = 1.  If f^ > 0 on

[a, b] then/(i) =/' on [a, b]. Thus,/(0) =/is continuous and nondecreasing

on [a, b]. Moreover, if f,x\ is bounded either above or below on [a, b] then

again f,x^ =/' on [a, b]. Thus, the theorem holds when k = 1.

Secondly, consider k = 2. By CoroUary 4.19 and Lemma 4.20 the proof

of (i) is immediate. Turning to case (ii), there is no loss of generality to assume

/(2) > 0 on [a, b]. From (i) it follows that /(1) is nondecreasing on [a, b] ;

hence /(1) =/' on [a, b]. By Corollary 4.9, (/')(i) =/(2) on ["• *1 • More*

over, by assumption (f\X) > 0 on [a, b] ; hence (f\X) = (/')' =/(2). Thus,

f(2)=fi2)on[a,b].

We may now assume that k > 2, and we can complete the proof by in-

duction. We therefore assume the following:

If/possesses a (k — l)th approximate Peano derivative everywhere on an

interval [a, b], then for 1 <n<(k - 1):

(i) if/(„) > 0 on [a, b], then /(„_i) is continuous and nondecreasing

on [a, b] ;
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(ii)  if/(„) is bounded either above or below on [a, b], then /(ri) =/(n)

on [a, b].

Let fc > 2 and assume f,k^ > 0 at each point in [a, b]. Let G be the set

of all points x of [a, b] with the property that there is a neighborhood of x on

which//fc_j) is bounded. Obviously G is open. Let (c,d) CG. lfc<a<ß

<d, then a simple compactness argument shows ft^-i) is bounded on [a, ß].

By (ii) of the induction hypothesis, f,k^i\ = f^k~x> on [a, ß] and therefore

/"(fc-2) =/(k~2) on [a, ß]. Moreover, these relations hold on (c, d). Thus,

ftk-i) =/('fc_2) on (c> d) andf,k_2<. is continuous on (c, d). If x G (c, d)

then there exists a measurable set E such that 0 is a point of density of E and

fix+h)=% £'««+Ít [fM(x) + <x'h)]

where E-limn_>0e(x, h) = 0.  From Lemma 4.10 for each sufficiently smaU

nonzero h GE there is a 6 between 0 and 1 such that

hk~2   j "=o"!  (n)    j

= W* + 6h) -/(fc-2)W -W(k_0W.

Hence

((fc - 2)!/«*-2){(«fc/fc!)[/(k)(*) + e(x, «)]}

= /(fc_2)(* + e*) -/(fc_a)(*) - ehf,k_x)(x).

Thus

W* + ÖA> = hk-2p) + ÖÄ/(fc-l )W + ¡(FI) [/(fc)(^) + e(*> *M

>/(fc-2)W + 0V(fc-l)W

for all sufficiently small nonzero h GE. Thus, it follows by Lemma 4.16 that

f(k-2) *s convex on (c, d); hence ftk-i) *s nondecreasing on (c, d). Choose X

between c and d. Then f,k_ ^ is bounded below on [X, ci]. Applying (ii) of

the induction hypothesis to the function f^-i) on tne interval [X, d], it fol-

lows that f(ic-i) ~ f^kl^ on [^> d] ■ Now since /(*_!) is nondecreasing on

(X, d) and has the Darboux property on [X, c7] we have that/,fc_jN is continu-

ous and nondecreasing on [X, d]. SimUarly, since f(k_x\ is bounded above on

[c, X], we deduce that /(t-i) is continuous and nondecreasing on [c, X]. Thus,
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it follows that /(fc_i) is continuous and nondecreasing on [c, d]. In particular,

/(jt-i) 1S nondecreasing and continuous in the closure of each component of G.

To complete the proof of (i) we show G = [a, b]. Let H = [a, b] - G.

From above F is a closed set having no isolated points.  Since f,k_x^ is a func-

tion of Baire class one on [a, b] (see [2]), the same type of argument given in

the proof of Lemma 4.20 shows H is empty. Hence G = [a, b] and the proof

of (i) is complete.

Consider, finally, (ii) for k > 2. It is no loss of generality to suppose

that/^ > 0 on [a, b]. By (i),/(fc_,) is nondecreasing on [a, b] and by (ü)

of the induction hypothesis /(fc_i) =f(-k~1^ on [a, b]. Thus, it follows that

/(i) =/' on [a, b]. We shall prove that (frx-))^k_xy = f(k) on [a, b]. It will

then follow by the induction hypothesis (ii) applied to f,x-, that in [a, b],

/(fc) = (/(i))(fc-i) = ^(i))(fc-1)=/(fc)-

It suffices to prove that in [a, b) the (k — l)th approximate Peano deriva-

tive of/(t) on the right equals f^ky For, applying Corollary 4.8, it will follow

that in (a, b] the (k - l)th approximate Peano derivative of f^ on the left

equals f^ky Without altering f^ky by adding to / a suitable polynomial of de-

gree less than k, we may assume that fn\(a) = 0 for / = 2, 3, . . . , (k — 1).

Note, since f^k~x\a) = 0 and/(k_1) is nondecreasing on [a, ¿],/(k-1) > 0

on [a, b]. Now for each ft, 0 < ft < (b - a), there exists by the extended mean

value theorem a number £, a < £ < a + A such that

/(2)(« + ft) = |^y!/(fc-1)(l).

Hence f^ > 0 in (a, b). Thus,//j) is nondecreasing on [a, b]. By Lemma 4.2,

(f(i))(k-i)(a) =/(fc)(a)-  Since a may be replaced throughout by any a E [a, b)

the proof of the theorem is complete.

5. The Darboux and Denjoy properties. Neugebauer [5] piv/'ed that if

g is a function of Baire class one on an interval /, then g has the Darboux

property on / if and only if for each real number X, the sets F* = {x G /:

g(x) > X) and EK = {x E J: g(x) < X} have closed components relative to /.

We thus have the following corollary tó Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 5.1.  ///(fe) is defined on [a, b] then f^ has the Darboux

property on [a, b].

Proof.  Since f,k-, is of Baire class one on [a, b] (see [2]), in order to

show//fcx has the Darboux property we need only show that the components

of the sets Fx = {x: /(fc)(x) > X} and Ex = {x: /(fc)(x) < X} are closed for each

real number X. So suppose /(k)(x) > X for all x in the interval (a, ß). We must
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show that /(k)(a) > X and /(k)(ß) > X. Since /(fe) is bounded below on (a, ß),

/(k) is bounded below on [a, ß]. Thus by Theorem 4.1,/(k) =/(ft) on [a, ß].

Since f(k) has the Darboux property on [a, ß], /(fc)(a) > X and /(fc)(ß) > X.

Hence, /(k)(a) > X and also /(k)(ß) > X. Thus, the components of Ex are closed.

Similarly, the components of EK are closed.  Hence, f,k^ has the Darboux prop-

erty on [a, b].

In [9], Weil proved that a function g of Baire class one has the Denjoy

property on an interval / if, for every subinterval L of / on which g is bounded

either above or below, g restricted to L has the Denjoy property.  Since an

ordinary kth derivative has the Denjoy property, we also have the following

corollary to Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 5.1.   If ftk) is defined on [a, b], then /^ has the Denjoy

property on [a, b].

6. Property Z. To prove that f,k*. has Property Z we first need a lemma

which is a slight generalization of a lemma due to Weil [10].

Lemma 6.1. Suppose f is a function whose kth derivative exists and is

nonnegative on the interval [a, b], and let A = [x E [a, b] : f^k\x) > e} where

e is a fixed positive number.  Then there exists a partition [a = t0<tx < . . .

<tt = b} of the interval [a, b] with I < 2k and such that for each i = 1,2, ... ,

/ wirft x, y G [t¡_x, t¡] and x < y

I/O) -/(x)| > (e/k\Xm(A n [x, >>]))k.

Proof. It will be shown by induction that for each integer / = 1, 2, . . . ,

k, there is a partition of [a, b],

with 1(f) < 2' and such that for each i = 1, 2.1(f) one of the following

holds on/,.y = [í/;_i y, tu].

l(j): /(fc_;) > 0 on I¡, and for each x, y E It, with x <y,

f(K-i)(y) -/(*-%) > (elj\)(m(A n [x, v])y.

2(j): /(fc_/) < 0 on Itj and for each x, y GItj with x <y,

/(fe-/)(>)_/(fc-%)>(e//!)(m(4 n [x.y]))'.

30): /(fc_/) < 0 on Itj and for each x, y G I¡. with x < y,

/(fc-»(x) -/<*-%) > (elJ\)(m(A n [x, ;>]))'".

4Q): /(fc_/) > 0 on /w and for each x, y G Itj with x <>»
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fV'->'\x)-flk-i)(y)>(elJ\)(m(A n [x, y]))'.

The desired partition is then the one corresponding to ; = fc and the desired

inequality is obtained by taking absolute values, where, of course /^ =/.

If the conditions l(j)-4(j) above are used in place of Weü's conditions

l(j)-4(j) in [10], then the reader may complete the proof by making the rather

obvious changes in Weil's proof in [10].

Theorem 6.2. If f has a kth approximate Peano derivative f^ every-

where on [a, b] then f^ has Property Z on [a, b].

Proof.  Let x be contained in [a, b] and e > 0.  It suffices to show that

if given an 7j > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that if the closed interval [a, ß] is

contained in (x - 8, x + 8) n [a, b], x Ö [a, ß] and f(k)iy) > /(&)(*) for each

y G [a, ß] or f(k)(y) <f(k)(x) for each.y G [a, ß] then

(6 3) m{yG[a,ß]:\f,k)iy)-f(lc)(x)\>e)

03 - a) + dist(x, [a,0])        <T?'

Let Tj > 0 be given and set

&)=f(y)-it^rL"fax)-
n=0      "•

Then g(k)iy) exists for each y G [a, b] and furthermore

S(k)(y)=f(k)(y)-f{k¿x)-

From the existence of f^ky there exists a 8 > 0 and a measurable set E C

[a, b] such that x is a point of density of E, and so that

<«> ^^-^^^-^

for [y - x\ < 8 and y GE,

(6.5) m(JnEc)<m(J)-r¡!2

for / an interval contained in (x - 8, x + 8) Pi [a, b] and x GJ, where Ec =

[a, b] - E.

Let [a, ß] be a closed interval contained in (x - 8, x + 8) n [a, b] such

that x Ö [a, ß]. First assume that f(k)(y) >/(k)(x) for each y G [a, ß]. By

Theorem 4.1, f^ = f^ on [a, ß]. Applying Lemma 6.1 to the function g,

which satisfies g^iy) - /(k)(v) ~f(k)(x) f°r each y e [a> ß] > mere exists a

partition of [a, ß], {a = t0< tx < . . . <t¡ = ß), with / < 2k such that for

each i = 1,2,... ,1 and each s, w G [tt_x, t¡] with s < w,
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(6.6) \g(w) - g(s)\ > (e/kl)(m(A n [s, w] ))k

where 4 = {y G [a, ß] : |g<*>(y)| = |/(fc)(y) -/(k)(x)| > e}. If f(k)(y) </(k)(x)

for each 7 G [a, ß], then consider -g and apply Lemma 6.1 to obtain precisely

the same inequality (6.6).

We first obtain an estimate for m(A D E). For this purpose assume

[*,_,, t¡] C\E*0. Let !,._! < t'f < t"f<t, with t\, t'¡EE. Then by (6.6) and

(6.4)

m(A n [r!, r;.1)<(Â:!/e)1/fc|^(r;')-^;.)|1/fc

<(^!/e)1/fc(lf(r;,)lI/fc + lg(i;.)l1/fc)

<(Tj/[2-2*])[dist(x, [a,ß]) + (a-ß)]

< (T?/2/)[dist(x, [a,ß]) + (a-ß)].

s;. = inf{i;.:í;.G[r._1,r.] HF}

If

and

s; = suP{i;:i;.'G [i._1( i.] nxi}

then it follows from the above inequality that

m(AHEn [tH1, t.]) = m(Ar\En [s'., s'¡])

< m(A n [s'., s'¡] ) < (r¡l2l)[dist(x, [a, ß]) + (ß - a)],

Clearly the same estimate holds if [r,_,, t¡] C\E = 0. Hence

m(A n F) = mlA n F n Í y [r._r !.]]

= Çm(4nFn[r._1(r.])

(6.7) 7
<Z^[dist(x, [a,ß]) + (ß-a)]

f=i ^

<|[dist(x, [a,ß]) + iß-a)].

Secondly, we obtain an estimate of m(A n Fc).  Let / be the smallest
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closed interval in [a, b] containing both x and [a, ß]. Using (6.5) we have the

following estimate

m(A n Ec) < m(J (~\ Ec) < (17/2) • m(J)

(6.8)
<(T?/2)[dist(x, [a,ß)) + (ß-a)].

Therefore by (6.7) and (6.8)

m(A) = m(AnE) + m(A D Ec) < [dist(x, [a,ß]) + (ß- a)] -rj

and (6.3) holds. Thus, f^ has Property Z on [a, b] and the proof is complete.

Property Z was first introduced by Weil [10].  He further showed in the

same paper that if a function g has the Darboux property and Property Z then

g also has the Zahorski property. (An example of a function having the Dar-

boux property and the Zahorski property but not Property Z can be found in

[10].) Hence, in the class of functions having the Darboux property, Prop-

erty Z is strictly stronger than the Zahorski property.

Thus by Corollary 5.1 we have the following corollary to the last theorem.

Corollary 6.9.   Iff(k) " defined on [a, b], then f,k<. has the Zahorski

property on [a, b].
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